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Slide Listing

• Who Am I?
• The never ending journey of self-differentiation
• Quick Reminders about Family System Theory
Family Systems Theory Developed by Dr. Murray Bowen
A theory of human behavior that views a family (Or other organization) as an
emotional unit and uses systems thinking to describe (analyze, build understanding)
complex interactions.
(Parenthesis indicate Mary’s additional words)
• Self-differentiation

Is the second Of

• What systems theory leaves out
Spiritual nature of such work

Eight Concepts
Grounded in faith

Self care

• Getting a handle on the concept
knowing yourself
boundaries
distinguishable characteristics
living into the differences
Being authentic
Own thoughts, own decisions
Able to distinguish between emotional and intellectual process
• Our model
this story?

Matthew 8:23-27

What marks of self-differentiation do you see in

23

And when Jesus got into the boat, his disciples followed him. 24 A windstorm arose on the sea,
so great that the boat was being swamped by the waves; but he was asleep. 25 And they went and
woke him up, saying, “Lord, save us! We are perishing!” 26 And he said to them, “Why are you
afraid, you of little faith?” Then he got up and rebuked the winds and the sea; and there was a dead
calm. 27 They were amazed, saying, “What sort of man is this, that even the winds and the sea obey
him?”

10 Characterstics of Self Differentiation

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TMbddLR6CP4

Teresa M. Walker
Clearly delineated sense of self
Clear set of values and principles
Respect right of other people to believe
Not easily offended…accepting…
Personal, spiritual growth is a life long and ongoing process
Enjoy a complete range of emotions
Emotionally stable, non reactive
Safe and consistent; capable of deeply intimate relationships
Separate thoughts and feelings (know/feel)
Balance need of connection and need for individuality
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• So what?

What’s this got to do with me?

Self-differentiation is very important aspect of leadership, as well as a healthy sense
of self. especially in transitional situations
Systems’ dynamics will eat you alive if you are not working towards selfdifferentiation.
• Self Differentiated Leaders
Lead by their principles ( what are yours?) (but don’t beat people over the head
with them)
Stay grounded in facts, thinking out
Being the less anxious presence
Stay in good contact with people in the system
• Taking time to explore self

Exploring my own sense of self-differentiation

Take the survey with you.
Be honest with yourself!

Spend some time with it.
This is for your use.

Who can help me become more self differentiated?

• Other ways towards self differentiation

(A few examples)

Build your understanding of multiple intelligences, emotional intelligence
Leadership assessments like: Core Value Index ; L.E.A.D
Build understanding of leadership styles:

Adaptive and Technical

Engage in Spiritual direction, coaching, therapy

• Some Resources
Youtube has many presentations
The one we viewed was https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TMbddLR6CP4
Online resources are numerous: here is one such articlehttps://familytherapy.wordpress.com/2007/06/06/differentiation-of-self/
Books- several by Dr. Roberta Gilbert--helps build understanding of systems theory
Peter Steinke is the "guru" of applying systems theory in the church.
The Emotional Intelligence of Jesus by Oswald and Jacobson
• Lombard Peace Center offers workshops and extended experiences
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